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1. What is Title Insurance?

A policy of insurance that protects the insured 
against loss in the event that the condition of title is 

other than insured.
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2. Why is Title Insurance important?

When property is bought or borrowed against, the 
buyer/lender expects the property to be free from debts or 

obligations not created or agreed upon by them. Title 
Insurance is designed to protect the buyer/lender from 

adverse claims including coverage for legal expenses to 
investigate, litigate or settle the claim.
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3. What is a Preliminary Title Report?

A Preliminary Title Report (“Pre”, “Prelim” or 
“Commitment”) is a report prepared prior to issuing a 
Policy of Title Insurance that shows the ownership of a 

specific parcel of land, together with the liens and 
encumbrances thereon, which will be excluded from 

coverage under any subsequent Title Insurance Policy.
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4. Why is a Preliminary Title Report produced?

A Prelim gives parties to a real estate transaction an 
advanced look at liens, title defects and encumbrances 

that affect the parcel of land.
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5. When and how is the Prelim produced?

Shortly after escrow is opened or a loan is processed, an order will be placed 
with the title company, which will then begin the Preliminary Title Report 
process. This process involves retrieving and reviewing recorded matters 

relative to both the property and the parties to the transaction. Examples of 
recorded matters include property taxes, liens, deeds of trust, court 

judgments, federal and state tax liens against the buyer, seller or borrower, 
easements, restrictions (CC&Rs), etc.

Any such items are shown as  
“exceptions to coverage” in the Prelim.
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6. What should be verified in the Prelim?

Of primary interest is the ownership, taxes and liens (deeds of trust, judgments, tax  
liens). These are some of the most common areas that are likely to hold up a real 

estate transaction and are explained below.

·     Ownership: Verify that the owner(s) of record match the sellers on the Purchase Agreement.  
       The owners are the only ones that can transfer or encumber the property.

·     Taxes: Verify that taxes are current and that there are no prior delinquencies outstanding.

·     Assessments: Verify that there are no special or other assessments due.

·     Liens/Judgments: Once verified that these apply to the property in question or the applicable parties,  
       these will need to cleared (paid) at closing.
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Now let’s look at a sample  
Preliminary Title Report
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Notes



You have completed

Title 101
Contact your Progressive Title Company

professional for more information.
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